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The 5f -based ferromagnet UGa2 with the Curie temperature TC = 125 K was investigated by x-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) experiments at the U–M4,5 and Ga–K
edges. The position of the U–M4 white line, determined in the high-energy resolution fluorescence detection
XAS, suggests that UGa2 is neither a localized 5f 2 nor an itinerant system with 5f occupancy close to n5f = 3.
The analysis of the acquired M4,5XANES and XMCD spectra indicates the 5f occupancy close to 2.5 and a
large orbital magnetic moment of the uranium 5f states (3.18 μB) that is partly compensated by the antiparallel
spin moment (1.31 μB). Thus, the total 5f magnetic moment of 1.87 μB is obtained, which is smaller than
the known bulk magnetization of 3.0 μB per formula unit, while the magnetic moments of the Ga atoms are
negligible. Several methods based on density-functional theory were applied and the obtained results were
compared with XAS spectral features, the Sommerfeld coefficient of the electronic specific heat, and the size of
the U moments and 5f occupancies. A clear correlation is revealed between the U–M4 white-line position of three
metallic uranium compounds and the calculated uranium ionicity. It is demonstrated that only electronic structure
methods taking appropriate care of orbital magnetism and related atomic multiplet effects can successfully
describe all considered properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION31

A leading theme of actinides research in solid state is the32

Mott transition on the 5f electronic states, taking place in33

pure elements between Pu and Am. Higher occupancies of34

the 5f states increase the total electron-electron correlation35

energies inside the 5f shell, and the 5f electrons eventually36

decrease the total energy by abandoning the formation of37

bonding states in favor of localized atomiclike states, which38

minimize the correlation energies. Enhanced actinide-actinide39

distances in compounds can suppress the bonding character40

even more, shifting the Mott transition towards less occu-41

pied 5f states. However, focusing on uranium as the most42

studied actinide, we see that the complete localization of the43

5f states is a very rare event. Among intermetallics, there is44

only one binary compound, UPd3, where the 5f localization45

has compelling evidence by photoelectron spectroscopy and46

a low density of states at the Fermi level, g(EF), to which47

the localized 5f states do not contribute [1,2]. One of the48

few binary compounds, which can be roughly classified as49

close to the localization regime, is UGa2. It crystallizes in the50

hexagonal AlB2-type crystal structure (space group P6/mmm,51

a = 4.213 Å and c = 4.012 Å) [3], one of the most simple52

binary structures, in which Ga atoms effectively separate U53

atoms, increasing the shortest U-U distance to more than 54

4.0 Å. Such a large distance can generally explain the 55

formation of U magnetic moments and their ferromagnetic or- 56

dering below TC = 125 K [3]. The size of U moments, μU = 57

3.0(2) μB determined by neutron diffraction study [4] cor- 58

responds to the low-temperature magnetization in magnetic 59

fields along [100], which is the easy-magnetization direction. 60

Both TC and μU are higher than typical values found for other 61

ferromagnetic uranium intermetallics, although μU is still 62

lower than 3.25 μB/U or 3.33μB/U expected for 5f 2(U4+) or 63

5f 3(U3+) configurations in the intermediate coupling scheme 64

[5]. 65

The electronic contribution to the specific heat with a 66

Sommerfeld coefficient γ = 11 mJ/mol K2 [6] is not much 67

enhanced over the value 5 mJ/mol K2 for the analog with- 68

out 5f electrons, LaGa2 [7], and points to the absence of 69

large 5f contributions to the density of electronic states at 70

the Fermi level. One reason for this could naturally be the 71

5f localization. Localized 5f states were suggested by earlier 72

density-functional theory (DFT) [8] and crystal electric- 73

field calculations [9], although there remained an uncertainty 74

whether they are of 5f 2 or 5f 3 type. The opposite, that is, 75

itinerant character of the 5f states, was deduced from photoe- 76

mission studies [10]. Finally, the results of magnetoresistance 77
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and de Haas–van Alphen experiments [6] could not be con-78

vincingly explained by either the localized or itinerant model79

if calculating the Fermi surface in the local spin-density ap-80

proximation (LSDA).81

A certain indicator of localization is the observed response82

of magnetism to the volume compression achieved by hydro-83

static pressure. For a typical band system, external pressure84

leads to a broadening of bands and a related reduction of the85

density of states at the Fermi level, leading to suppression86

of magnetism as the value of the Stoner product, I · g(EF),87

where I is the Stoner parameter and g(EF) is the density of88

states at the Fermi level, is reduced below 1. UGa2 behaves89

very differently, as the Curie temperature TC first strongly90

increases (up to 154 K at p = 14 GPa) and then turns down91

[11]. Such type of behavior can be understood as insensitivity92

of the 5f moments to pressure below a certain limit. The93

compression initially increases the exchange coupling, proba-94

bly by enhanced hybridization with non- f states. At higher95

pressure, roughly above 10 GPa, the moments start to be96

reduced, and although the coupling strength still increases, the97

ferromagnetism is fading in a strongly nonlinear way. Should98

the magnetic interactions involve fully localized states, the99

external pressure would have little effect on the magnetic100

moments and their ordering temperatures.101

Determination of TC under pressure could be performed102

on the basis of electrical resistivity data, which is definitely103

easier than determination of magnetization. To investigate104

the latter, the technique of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism105

(XMCD) can be in principle performed with a sample located106

in a diamond-anvil cell. The XMCD signal at the M edge of107

uranium can give, using the sum rules, the spin and orbital108

part of U magnetic moments. However, the strong absorption109

of several keV photons in diamond makes this experiment110

challenging and the XMCD experiment was so far performed111

and analyzed for the ambient pressure only. Here we describe112

results of a simpler x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)113

experiment, accomplished as the pressure study of the M4,5114

absorption edges at room temperature and without magnetic115

field, reaching p = 7.2 GPa. Although the current instrumen-116

tation could not reach the critical pressure range, spreading117

above 10 GPa, the results give an interesting characterization118

of UGa2.119

The position of the M absorption edge carries important120

information about the 5f occupancy, which, as we mentioned121

above, is one of the unresolved issues. To accurately de-122

termine the position of the edge, we performed an x-ray123

absorption experiment using a high-energy resolution fluores-124

cence detection (HERFD) mode at room temperature.125

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS126

The measurements were performed on UGa2 single crys-127

tals grown by the Czochralski technique. A twinning with128

approximately 2° misalignment of the a axis between different129

grains was found. For spectroscopy experiments, the crystal130

was cut and polished to provide a flat plane perpendicular to131

the a axis.132

The high-resolution absorption measurements were per-133

formed at room temperature at the beamline ID26 [12]134

of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in135

Grenoble. The incident energy was selected using the 〈111〉 136

reflection from a double Si crystal monochromator. Rejection 137

of higher harmonics was achieved by three Si mirrors at an- 138

gles of 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 mrad relative to the incident beam. 139

X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra were 140

measured in the high-energy resolution fluorescence detection 141

mode using an x-ray emission spectrometer [13,14]. The sam- 142

ple, the analyzer crystal, and the photon detector (silicon drift 143

diode) were arranged in a vertical Rowland geometry. The 144

uranium HERFD XAS spectra at the M4 edge were obtained 145

by recording the maximum intensity of the U -Mβ emission 146

line (≈3337 eV) as a function of the incident energy. The 147

emission energy was selected using the 〈220〉 reflection of 148

five spherically bent Si crystal analyzers (with 1 m bending 149

radius) aligned at 75° Bragg angle. The paths of the inci- 150

dent and emitted x-rays through air were minimized in order 151

to avoid losses in intensity due to absorption. The intensity 152

was normalized to the incident flux. A combined (incident 153

convoluted with emitted) energy resolution of 0.4 eV was 154

obtained as determined by measuring the full width at half 155

maximum (FWHM) of the elastic peak. The present data are 156

not corrected for self-absorption effects. The analysis shown 157

in this work is based on comparison of the energy position 158

of the main transitions at the U–M4 edge which is only little 159

affected by self-absorption effects. The energy calibration was 160

in each case related to a preceding UO2 measurement using 161

identical experimental conditions. Therefore, the relative ac- 162

curacy between all the spectra shown can be taken as better 163

than 0.1 eV. 164

The conventional XANES and XMCD spectra were mea- 165

sured at the beamline ID12 [15] of ESRF. The source is the 166

first harmonic of the helical electromagnet/permanent mag- 167

net hybrid undulator, which provides high flux of circularly 168

polarized x-ray photons and allows for reversing the helicity 169

of the x-rays at each energy point. After monochromatiza- 170

tion with a double-crystal Si(111) monochromator, the rate 171

of circular polarization is reduced to about 0.35 at the M5 172

edge and to 0.45 at the M4 absorption edge. For the ambient 173

pressure measurements performed at T = 15 K we used an 174

oriented millimeter-sized single crystal of UGa2, where the 175

magnetic easy axis (the [100] direction) was collinear with 176

the k vector of the x-ray beam. The XANES spectra were 177

recorded using the total fluorescence yield detection mode in 178

backscattering geometry for parallel μ+(E ) and antiparallel 179

μ−(E ) alignments of the photon helicity with respect to a 3 180

T external magnetic field applied along the beam direction. 181

The XANES spectra for right and left circularly polarized 182

x-ray beams were then corrected for self-absorption effects, 183

which have been proven to work very well in the case of 184

U multilayers [16], and for incomplete circular polarization 185

rates of incident x-ray photons. The U edge-jump intensity 186

ratio M5/M4 was then normalized to 3:2 according to the 187

statistical edge-jump ratio (defined as the ratio between the 188

occupation numbers for the two spin-orbit-split core levels 189

j = 3/2 and 5/2). This statistical U edge-jump intensity ra- 190

tio M5/M4 is very close to the value (1.57) tabulated in the 191

XCOM tables by Berger et al. [17]. A deviation of ±10% in 192

the M5/M4 XAS edge-jump normalization (ratio of 1.5) would 193

affect the branching ratio B = IM5/(IM5 + IM4) by ±2.5% and 194

similarly the occupation numbers of the j = 5/2 and j = 7/2 195
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subshells n5f
5/2 and n5f

7/2. Further details concerning the196

analysis of uranium M-edges spectra in uranium magnetic197

compounds can be found elsewhere [18]. The XMCD spectra198

μ+(E )−μ–(E ) were obtained as the difference of the cor-199

rected XANES spectra. To make sure that the final XMCD200

spectra are free of any experimental artifacts, measurements201

were also performed for the opposite direction of the applied202

magnetic field.203

For the high-pressure measurements performed at T =204

300 K, a dedicated high-pressure diamond-anvil cell (DAC)205

with a He gas-driven membrane optimized for the tender206

x-ray range has been used [19]. The DAC consisted of an207

asymmetric diamond-anvil configuration, in which a fully per-208

forated diamond, with a culet diameter of 600 μm, and a hole209

diameter of 100 μm (front anvil) was complemented by a 50-210

μm-thick diamond disk to minimize the x-ray absorption. The211

back anvil was a full diamond with the same culet diameter212

of 600 μm. The gasket was made of stainless steel. A single213

crystal of 80 × 80 × 30 μm3 was loaded inside the cell, and214

He gas was used as the pressure-transmitting medium. The215

pressure was measured in situ using the luminescence of a216

ruby chip. Using the specific DAC, we could reach a pressure217

up to p = 7.2 GPa. The XANES signal from the sample was218

collected in the backscattering geometry, through the thin dia-219

mond window, using a Si photodiode. As focalization system,220

a set of 2D parabolic Be lenses with the curvature radius of 0.2221

mm together with a pair of pinholes having an aperture of 0.8222

mm was used. High-order harmonics of the undulator emis-223

sion were rejected using a pair of vertically focusing mirrors.224

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS225

The electronic structure of UGa2 was modeled by several226

approaches based on DFT as implemented in two different227

relativistic all-electron full-potential codes. This comprises228

the local spin-density approximation, the generalized gradient229

approximation (GGA), and a combination of LSDA with the230

Hubbard model constructed for the uranium 5f electrons. The231

Hubbard model was approximately solved using the static232

mean-field theory (the LSDA+U method) and the dynamical233

mean-field theory (the LDA+DMFT method).234

Apart from LDA+DMFT, all mentioned methods suffer235

from an incomplete description of orbital magnetism that236

stems from orbital-dependent self-interaction present in the237

local or semilocal approximations to DFT [20]. For this rea-238

son and in view of the importance of the orbital magnetism239

in uranium compounds, orbital-polarization corrected (OPC)240

[21,22] GGA was used to model the magnetic properties in241

another calculation.242

It should be mentioned that the LSDA+U method may243

suffer from a multitude of metastable solutions. A possible244

way to exhaust the solution space is occupation matrix con-245

trol [23]. Here, this computationally expensive approach was246

not applied since, in a metal with relatively broad (> 1 eV)247

bands, the possibility of metastable states is largely reduced248

in comparison with narrow-band insulators.249

A. WIEN2K250

The WIEN2K code implements the linearized augmented251

plane-wave (LAPW) method and its extensions. The core252

TABLE I. Computed equilibrium volume, lattice constants, and
bulk modulus (LSDA and LSDA+U methods) compared to the
experimental data. The row labeled as LSDA* corresponds to a
metastable state (a local minimum of the total energy) that is 0.37
eV/ UGa2 higher than the global minimum. All calculations are for
the ferromagnetic state with moments along the [100] direction.

Method V0(Å3) a0(Å) c0(Å) c0/a0 K (GPa)

LSDA 52.73 4.61 2.87 0.622 109
LSDA* 57.59 4.15 3.86 0.931 99
LSDA+U (2 eV) 59.70 4.15 4.00 0.964 99
Experiment 61.79 4.21 [3] 4.02 [3] 0.954 100 ± 8 [49]

states (U up to 5d , Ga up to 3p) are evaluated in the 253

muffin-tin sphere by numerically exact integration of the 254

Kohn-Sham-Dirac equations. All higher-lying states are con- 255

sidered as the valence states, for which the method combines 256

a scalar-relativistic description with spin-orbit coupling added 257

in a second variational step. See Ref. [24] and references 258

therein for further details. Most of the calculations were per- 259

formed at the experimental lattice geometry (a = 4.213 Å, 260

c = 4.020 Å) with the following parameters: the radii of the 261

muffin-tin spheres were RMT(U) = 2.80 aB for the uranium 262

atoms and RMT(Ga) = 2.25 aB for the gallium atoms, and the 263

plane-wave cutoff Kmax was set by RMT(Ga) × Kmax = 10. 264

The equation of state (Table I) and the properties under pres- 265

sure (see Fig. 5) were obtained with smaller radii, RMT(U) = 266

2.45 aB and RMT(Ga) = 2.05 aB, necessitated by the reduced 267

interatomic distances in the compressed lattice. The default 268

basis set containing local orbitals for semicore states (U 6s and 269

6p, and Ga 3d) was used in all cases. Integrals in the recipro- 270

cal space were computed with a modified tetrahedron method 271

with Blöchl corrections using an 18 × 18 × 17 sampling of 272

the full Brillouin zone. 273

The LSDA calculations were performed with the Perdew- 274

Wang (PW92) parametrization of the exchange-correlation 275

functional [25]. The Coulomb parameter U entering the 276

LSDA+U functional was varied in the range 0–2 eV, the ex- 277

change parameter J was fixed to 0.4 eV, and the fully localized 278

limit was taken for the double-counting correction. 279

The LDA+DMFT method was applied in the variant de- 280

scribed in Ref. [26]: the nonmagnetic (spin-restricted) band 281

structure calculated in the local-density approximation with 282

the WIEN2K code was represented by a tight-binding model in 283

the basis of the maximally localized Wannier functions (with 284

uranium 7s, 5f , 6d, and 7p character, and gallium 4s and 4p 285

character) [27,28], and the DMFT self-energy for the uranium 286

5f states was computed by solving the auxiliary impurity 287

model in a reduced Fock space using the Lanczos method. The 288

impurity model consisted of 14 spin-orbitals for the uranium 289

5f shell and 42 spin-orbitals representing the hybridization 290

of the 5f shell with its environment. The off-diagonal hy- 291

bridization, induced by noncommutativity of the hexagonal 292

symmetry at the uranium site with the spin-orbit coupling, 293

was taken into account. The Coulomb interaction among the 294

5f electrons was considered in its full spherically symmetric 295

form parametrized by four Slater integrals, U = F0 = 2.0 eV, 296

F2 = 7.09 eV, F4 = 4.60 eV, and F6 = 3.36 eV. The first in- 297

tegral is at the upper limit of the range explored with the 298
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LSDA+U method; the other three correspond to the atomic299

Hartree-Fock values calculated for the U3+(5f 3) ion and then300

reduced to 80% to account for screening [29].301

In our LDA+DMFT implementation, the ferromagnetic302

solution is induced by introducing a small symmetry-breaking303

magnetic field to the impurity model that is removed again304

after a few iterations of the self-consistency cycle. The tight-305

binding model stays frozen in its initial form derived from the306

nonmagnetic LDA, and the spin (and orbital) polarization is307

introduced only to the 5f states by means of the polarized308

self-energy. Since no charge self-consistency is attempted,309

the exchange field induced by 5f electrons and experienced310

by the 6d electrons, and the exchange field induced by 6d311

electrons and experienced by 5f electrons, both correspond312

to the nonmagnetic state and are thus, incorrectly, absent313

from our description of the electronic structure. We address314

this deficiency by introducing an empirical exchange splitting315

� f d to the 5f shell, analogously to the earlier computational316

investigations of rare-earth systems [30,31]. The magnitude317

of this splitting can be estimated as � f d ≈ I f d md , where md318

is the magnetic moment due to 6d electrons and I f d is the319

intra-atomic exchange integral. The magnetic moment can320

be approximated by its LSDA value, md ≈ 0.24 μB; the ex-321

change integral can be estimated by atomic calculations, I f d ≈322

0.15 eV/μB [32]. This yields � f d ≈ 35 meV. This small ex-323

change splitting has a sizable effect on the magnetic moments,324

but its influence on the spectral properties is negligible. Note325

that the total exchange splitting in LSDA is approximately326

1 eV, the dominant contribution being naturally the 5f –5f327

exchange, which is incorporated in the self-energy in the328

LDA+DMFT method. The calculations employing the esti-329

mated exchange splitting � f d are denoted as LDA+DMFT*.330

The double-counting correction in the LDA+DMFT calcu-331

lations was treated as a tunable parameter chosen to maintain332

the 5f filling near the LSDA value, that is, to simulate charge333

self-consistency. This condition implies the double-counting334

correction ≈ 3.0 eV for U = 2.0 eV. We used the same335

value in the LDA+DMFT* variant as well, since the double-336

counting (Hartree) term should not depend on the exchange337

splitting.338

The Sommerfeld coefficient γ was evaluated using the339

Fermi-liquid formula340

γ = π2k2
B

3

[
g f (EF )

Z f
+ gnon- f (EF )

]
,

where g f (EF ) is the density of the uranium 5f states at the341

Fermi energy EF , gnon- f (EF ) is the density of all other states342

at the Fermi energy, and Z f < 1 is the average quasiparticle343

weight for the 5f states that is evaluated from the DMFT344

self-energy as suggested in Ref. [33]. In static approximations,345

such as LSDA and LSDA+U, the quasiparticle weight equals346

1.347

B. FPLO348

The full-potential local-orbital (FPLO) code [34] uses349

a four-component (Dirac) implementation of the rela-350

tivistic Kohn-Sham equations. The presented results were351

obtained with fplo-18.00-52 by employing the Perdew-Burke-352

Ernzerhof (PBE) implementation of GGA [35]. The same353

experimental structure data as in the WIEN2K calculations 354

were used for UGa2. For the other two systems studied, exper- 355

imental structure data were used as well: USn3 (space group 356

221, a = 4.603 Å) and UPd3 (space group 194, a = 5.769 Å, 357

c = 9.640 Å). Integrations in the reciprocal space were carried 358

out with a linear tetrahedron method including Blöchl correc- 359

tions on a mesh of 24 × 24 × 24 (18 × 18 × 18) intervals in 360

the full Brillouin zone for UGa2 and USn3 (UPd3). Densities 361

of states (DOS) of UGa2 were evaluated with a finer mesh 362

of 48 × 48 × 48 intervals. The default FPLO valence basis set 363

was used which comprises uranium 5d, 5f, 6s, 6p, 6d, 6f, 7s, 364

7p, 7d , and 8s states as well as gallium 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 365

4d, 5s, and 5p states. All lower-lying states are treated as core 366

states. 367

The data for charge distributions (ionicities and occupation 368

numbers) and for the absolute position of the 3d3/2 level, 369

which are hardly influenced by magnetic order, were obtained 370

by nonmagnetic GGA calculations. In addition, the effect of 371

the core hole on the 3d3/2 level position was modeled on 372

a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell with 24 atoms, reciprocal space mesh 373

7 × 7 × 7, and one U atom constrained to host a static 3d hole, 374

while the electronic structure was allowed to relax. 375

In the context of charge distribution, two comments are 376

of importance: (1) Each electronic structure method makes 377

use of an individual technique to analyze ionicities and oc- 378

cupation numbers. For example, the WIEN2K code uses a 379

separation into spheres around each nucleus and interstitial 380

volumes. The FPLO code uses a projection onto overlapping 381

local (atomiclike) orbitals, which yields comparable but not 382

equal occupation numbers as the WIEN2K code. (2) A spe- 383

cial feature of the projection onto overlapping orbitals is 384

the possibility to distinguish net and overlap contributions to 385

the occupation numbers. The net contributions relate to the 386

product of two orbitals at the same atom, while the overlap 387

contributions relate to the product of two orbitals at different 388

atoms, i.e., they can be used as a measure of hybridization 389

or delocalization. The sum of net and overlap occupations 390

are called gross occupation numbers, which in turn sum up 391

to the total electron number. The ionicity discussed below 392

is defined as the difference between the electron number of 393

the respective neutral atom and the calculated total electron 394

number of that atom. 395

Magnetic properties were evaluated by means of GGA 396

and GGA+OPC calculations. For the latter, the original OPC 397

version suggested by Eriksson et al. [21] was used, since it 398

should be more appropriate than later spin-dependent versions 399

for the present case of strong spin-orbit coupling. 400

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 401

The x-ray absorption at the M edge captures the electron 402

excitations from the U 3d states. While M4 corresponds to the 403

transition 3d3/2 → 5f5/2, M5 to 3d5/2 → 5f5/2,7/2. The 3d3/2 404

and 3d5/2 are split by the spin-orbit coupling energy of 173 eV. 405

Hence, the M4 edge at 3.72 keV probes the unoccupied part 406

of the 5f5/2 states, while the M5 edge at 3.56 keV probes the 407

empty part of both the 5f5/2 and 5f7/2 states. Using circularly 408

polarized x-rays with different helicity, one can derive the 409

total orbital and spin polarization of occupied 5f states, that 410

is, the orbital and spin magnetic moments, expressed in terms 411
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FIG. 1. U–M4 edge of UGa2 (black line) compared with spectra
of UPd3, UO2, and USn3, all from Ref. [36].

of relative dichroic signal integrated over the energy scale.412

The short 3d hole lifetime, causing the energy resolution to413

be principally limited to 4 eV, is not a limiting factor for414

the dichroic experiment, as intensities are integrated over a415

larger energy window. However, we can extract additional in-416

formation from small energy shifts of the absorption maxima,417

which can reflect the bonding and/or electrostatic conditions418

in analogy to, e.g., energies of photoelectron spectra of core-419

level lines. The net shift of M edge towards lower energies420

with increasing 5f occupancy can be related to an enhanced421

Coulomb 3d-5f repulsion. On the other hand, the 5f delocal-422

ization should have the opposite effect if the 5f occupancy423

is maintained, reflecting larger distance between the 3d and424

5f orbitals. The 4-eV resolution would not allow determi-425

nation of such subtle effects. For such purpose, a specific426

deexcitation channel can be chosen if the energy analysis of427

fluorescence photons is available. Choosing a “slow” deexci-428

tation process removes the lifetime limitation. In other words,429

the short lifetime of the 3d hole is not an issue anymore if we430

use for example its filling via an intermediate state with a 4f431

hole. The realization of such high-energy resolution fluores-432

cence detection spectroscopy was used in this work, using the433

Mβ detection energy for the M4 line yielding the combined434

energy resolution 0.4 eV. The present work concentrated on435

the M4 line, which is narrower and small energy shifts can be436

easier observed than for the M5 line.437

A. M4-edge HERFD XAS experiment and preliminary438

discussion439

HERFD XAS was the technique used to collect the data440

presented in Fig. 1, showing a detailed view of the M4 edge.441

The spectrum of UGa2 is compared with the spectra of UO2,442

UPd3, and USn3 taken from Ref. [36], all collected using the443

same experimental conditions [36] and normalized to maxi- 444

mum intensity. The energies of the maxima certainly depend 445

on the energy of the initial 3d states (initial state effect) with 446

respect to the Fermi level and this must be the dominant effect 447

if the 5f states form a band intersected by the Fermi energy. 448

As a final-state effect, progressing localization, similarly to 449

the formation of a Mott gap in oxides, splits off the 5f spectral 450

density from the Fermi level, and an additional energy has to 451

be paid to reach the nearest empty 5f states. 452

Figure 1 shows that the spectrum of UGa2 is similar to 453

UPd3, with localized 5f 2 states. Not only are the maxima 454

at very similar energies, 3724.9 and 3725.0 eV, respectively, 455

but they are both similarly narrow. USn3 with 5f band states 456

occupied by about 2.7 electrons has the maximum at 3724.7 457

eV, which is not that different as the width, which is affected 458

mainly by the extended high-energy side, indicating a much 459

larger width of unoccupied part of the 5f5/2 band states. It has 460

been shown previously [36] that USn3 was partly oxidized, 461

which explains the broadening of the U–M4 HERFD XAS 462

spectrum. 463

The shifts of the M4 edges in metallic systems are smaller 464

than those in uranium oxides—-the latter can be clearly as- 465

sociated with changing the valence and 5f occupation from 466

f 2 to f 0 [U(IV) to U(VI)]. The energy shift of the U–M4 467

white line in the HERFD XAS mode for the U(IV) and U(VI) 468

oxides is on the order of 2 eV, while it can vary on a smaller 469

scale (0.2–0.4 eV) depending on details of U environment 470

for various molecular complexes with the same U valence. In 471

case of intermetallic systems, the energy difference between 472

UPd3 with presumably localized 5f 2 state and USn3 close to 473

5f 3 is less than 1 eV. A specific feature of metallic systems 474

is the presence of non- f conduction electrons at uranium, 475

which can also contribute by Coulomb repulsion. In other 476

words, changing the uranium valence in oxides changes the 477

number of electrons transferred from uranium to ligand an- 478

ions, whereas changing the 5f occupancy in metallic systems 479

changes mainly the balance between the U-5f states on one 480

side and U 6d-7s states on the other side. The 5f occupancy 481

variations affect the U-3d energies. The more spatially ex- 482

tended 6d or 7s states may affect the 3d energies less, but 483

the difference is questionable. Aside from the variation of 484

the occupancies of individual states, we can expect that the 485

energy of the 3d states in the ground state can be affected by 486

the 5f delocalization. Extended 5f states should have a lower 487

repulsive interaction to the U-3d shell than localized 5f states, 488

provided equal 5f occupancy. In general, we cannot simply 489

deduce the 5f occupancy from the M-edge energy, which, 490

however, does not mean that inspection of the M-edge energy 491

would be meaningless, as will be shown below. 492

What can be deduced from the small shift to lower ener- 493

gies from UPd3 to UGa2? Considering the effect on the 3d 494

states we would have to assume a higher 5f occupancy. The 495

other effect, the localization, cannot be taken responsible in 496

UGa2, as the 5f states in UPd3 are already localized. The 497

case of USn3 is the other reference point, with much higher 498

5f occupancy (assumed as ≈ 2.7). There is a shift to lower 499

energies, which is perhaps somewhat compensated by the 5f 500

delocalization, yielding 3724.6 eV. The full localization of the 501

5f 3 ground state would give appreciably lower energy. On 502

the other hand, the energy shift tells us that the occupancy 503
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FIG. 2. X-ray absorption at the U–M5 and M4 edges for two
different helicities (black and red) and the difference of the two
helicities (blue).

is most likely higher than 2, and as the noninteger occupancy504

implies certain delocalization (hybridization), the occupancy505

cannot be different from 2 by only a small margin—because506

delocalization means the shift to higher energies. Hence we507

can quite reliably deduce that the HERFD XAS M4 data508

indicate a certain delocalization and 5f occupancy higher than509

2, although not reaching 3, as that would give the edge similar510

to USn3. As we will see in Sec. V, a 5f occupancy around511

2.5 is expected for all DFT methods applied, which is not512

contradicting the HERFD XAS data. One has to recall at513

this point that the dominant bandlike character of 5f states is514

evidenced by ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS)515

and 4f core-level x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS),516

exhibiting the 4f peaks practically at the same energy as for517

U metal. The difference is in the existence of high-energy518

satellites in UGa2, suggesting an approach to localization519

[37]. Comparing XPS with HERFD XAS, one actually re-520

alizes a remarkable fact that the latter technique can detect521

smaller energy shifts than 4f core-level XPS, despite an order522

of magnitude higher total energies. The reason is the very523

sharp white line in HERFD XAS.524

Besides the shifts of the M4 white-line energy, we can try525

to obtain additional information from the shape of the whole526

spectrum, being rather diverse, as seen from Fig. 1, especially527

on the high-energy side. In the case of delocalized wave func-528

tion of the final state, we can associate the spectrum with the529

unoccupied part of the appropriate density of states [38], 5f5/2530

for M4. Its shape and width depend on differences of the 5f531

states occupation, spin-orbit, and exchange splittings as well532

as on the width of the 5f5/2 band, reflecting the delocalization533

of the 5f states. We can therefore compare the shape of the534

M4 HERFD XAS spectrum with the 5f5/2 DOS calculated by535

various theoretical approaches, which can test how much the536

5f states can be described as itinerant.537

B. Uranium M-edge XMCD experiment and preliminary538

discussion539

Figure 2 shows the XANES and XMCD spectra collected540

at T = 15 K in the magnetic field of 3 T for the M4 and M5541

edges of uranium. The external magnetic field was applied 542

along the a axis, i.e., the easy-magnetization direction, and 543

its intensity is sufficient for saturation of magnetization. The 544

spectra have the characteristics typical for magnetic uranium 545

compounds, with the XMCD M4 signal forming one negative 546

peak (due to the dominance of spin-down states in unoccupied 547

part of 5f5/2) and M5 with both the negative and positive 548

wiggle (as the spin-up and spin-down states largely cancel 549

each other). Integrated intensities at each absorption edge after 550

removal of the transitions to the continuum states give the 551

branching ratio B = IM5/(IM5 + IM4) = 0.697 ± 0.010. Ap- 552

plying the spin-orbit sum rule [39], it is possible to determine 553

the expectation value for the angular part of the 5f spin-orbit 554

electron operator per hole 〈w110〉/nh–�. Knowing nh, which 555

is the number of 5f holes, and considering a small correction 556

term � due to exchange interaction with the core hole, one 557

can further obtain the occupation numbers of the j = 5/2 and 558

j = 7/2 subshells. From the branching ratio, 〈w110〉/nh–� is 559

estimated to be −0.242 ± 0.01, which can be compared to 560

the free ion U4+ (−0.200) and U3+ (−0.308) derived from 561

relativistic atomic Hartree-Fock calculations in intermediate 562

coupling. This value is a bit smaller than the one reported for 563

UCoGe (–0.252) [40], for which the number of 5f electrons is 564

2.84 according to band-structure calculations [41]. Assuming 565

a linear dependence, the 5f count should therefore be close to 566

2.5, in a good agreement with HERFD XAS measurements, 567

which predict the value between 2 and 3 but not close to either 568

of them. Considering nh = 11.5 and using � = −0.014, we 569

obtain the occupation numbers of the subshells n5f
5/2 = 2.33 570

and n5f
7/2 = 0.17. 571

Using the sum rules [42,43], orbital μL and spin μS U 572

moments can be determined, considering that the number of f 573

holes nh = (14–n f ) is known and taking the magnetic dipole 574

operator 〈Tz〉 from atomic multiplets calculations [44]. We ob- 575

tained μL = 3.04 μB and μS = –1.61 μB for 5f 3, yielding the 576

total moment μU = 1.43 μB. Assuming the 5f 2 configuration 577

increases the total moment to μU = 2.20 μB, as deduced from 578

μL = 3.32 μB and μS = –1.12 μB. Considering nh = 11.5 579

and the linear scaling of 〈Tz〉 with nh, we deduce μL = 3.18μB 580

and μS = −1.31μB. The obtained total 5f magnetic moment 581

of 1.87μB is still substantially smaller than the known bulk 582

magnetization of 3.0μB/U. 583

It is interesting to point out that polarized neutron diffrac- 584

tion [45] gives moments close to 3.0 μB/U, including the 585

suggested diffuse magnetization of 0.22 μB parallel to the 586

5f magnetization. Considering possible errors of moments 587

obtained from XMCD, we cannot exclude the influence of 588

surface oxidation, which is ubiquitous to all U-based metal- 589

lic systems, forming typically a 20–30-nm-thick overlayer 590

of UO2 upon an air exposure. While such a slab cannot be 591

resolved in any conventional x-ray diffraction experiment, 592

the resonant absorption conditions reduce the effective infor- 593

mation depth to the submicrometer range. It means that the 594

contaminated surface can represent over 10% of the probed 595

depth, reducing the obtained moments significantly, as UO2 596

being antiferromagnet provides only a very small magnetiza- 597

tion in the field of 3 T. 598

Normalized XANES and XMCD spectra recorded at the 599

K edge of Ga at T = 15 K and in magnetic field μ0H = 3 T 600

applied along the a axis are presented in Fig. 3. The XMCD 601
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FIG. 3. X-ray absorption at the Ga-K edge for two different he-
licities (black and red) and their difference (blue).

signal at the K edge is weak and more intricate to interpret602

because it is only due to the orbital polarization of the 4p603

states. This polarization is induced both via intra-atomic spin-604

orbit coupling, if there is a sizable local spin moment on Ga,605

and via the hybridization of the 4p states with spin-orbit split606

5f states of U. Positive and negative peaks show up at the607

XMCD Ga K edge accordingly [46]. The integration (up to 20608

eV above the edge) of those peaks results in a negative signal,609

i.e., a positive orbital 4p moment at the Ga sites. A similar610

XMCD spectral shape was recorded at the Ge K edge in UGe2611

indicating a polarization of the Ge atoms aligned parallel to612

the uranium magnetic moment [47].613

In addition, we performed an x-ray absorption study at614

high pressures (up to 7.2 GPa) at room temperature (in the615

total fluorescence yield mode, i.e., not HERFD). Within our616

experimental detection condition, the white M4,5 lines (shown617

in Fig. 4), each normalized to maximum intensity, are nearly618

the same irrespective of pressure, meaning that pressure up619

to 7 GPa has practically no influence on the number of 5f620

holes and on the branching ratio. This correlates with very621

small changes found in LDA+U calculations shown below. 622

A detailed inspection shows a very small shift of M5 towards 623

higher energies, but the shift is far below the energy resolution 624

and has to be taken with caution. 625

V. COMPARISON WITH CALCULATIONS 626

A. Structural parameters and equation of state 627

The LSDA and GGA approximations to DFT are known 628

to work well for spin magnetism and for well-screened ex- 629

citations in broadband metals. Problems with the application 630

of LSDA or GGA to narrow 5f bands with large orbital mag- 631

netic moments were encountered in earlier work on UGa2. In 632

comparison with the experimental observations, the calculated 633

magnetic moment is too small [8], the Sommerfeld coefficient 634

is too large [6], indicating an overestimated 5f density of 635

states at the Fermi level, and the Fermi surfaces do not match 636

the observed de Haas–van Alphen frequencies [6]. 637

Here, the first properties to be addressed are the structure 638

and charge distribution, which are usually both well described 639

by local (LSDA) or semilocal (GGA) approximations. Table I 640

summarizes the results of total energy calculations using the 641

WIEN2K code. The c/a ratio of UGa2 with space group 191 642

was optimized at a number of fixed volumes between 54.4 643

and 68 Å3 per formula unit, and the resulting energy-volume 644

data were fitted with the Murnaghan equation of state. It turns 645

out that the LSDA total energy at a fixed volume has two local 646

minima as a function of c/a, one near c/a ≈ 0.65 and the other 647

at c/a ≈ 0.95. The latter corresponds to the experimental ob- 648

servations, but for LSDA, the global minimum is found at the 649

smaller ratio and 370 meV per formula unit below the other 650

minimum. 651

Using the LSDA+U changes the relative balance of the two 652

minima and the larger c/a ratio becomes the global minimum 653

for U larger than approximately 1.5 eV. The lattice parameters 654

obtained for U = 2.0 eV are in good agreement with experi- 655

ment and the same holds for the bulk modulus (Table I). We 656

should mention that also GGA+OPC yields a global mini- 657

mum close to the experimental structure parameters. These 658

M5
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FIG. 4. U–M4,5 absorption edges of UGa2 measured in DAC with increasing hydrostatic pressure.
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FIG. 5. Variation of the U 5f and 6d occupancy as a function of
pressure (WIEN2K, LSDA+U method with U = 2 eV). The absolute
value of the 6d filling is underestimated since only the charge density
inside the muffin-tin sphere (RMT = 2.65 aB) is counted whereas
the 6d states are delocalized and extend to the interstitial region.
In the tight-binding model used for the LDA+DMFT calculations,
there are approximately 2 electrons in the uranium-6d-like Wannier
functions. For comparison, the related FPLO occupation numbers at
zero pressure are n6d = 1.96(1.10) for gross (net) occupation, which
can be compared with the WIEN2K values of n6d = 2.0(0.86) for total
(muffin-tin sphere).

results show that LSDA fails to describe the structure of UGa2659

properly and that an improved approximation is required.660

The seemingly counterintuitive finding of two (meta)stable661

c/a ratios could have a rational background. Another magnetic662

system with a simple lattice structure, YCo5, is known to show663

an isostructural exchange-driven first-order phase transition664

under high pressure, which is related to a jump in the c/a665

ratio [48]. A possibly similar instability of UGa2 under high666

hydrostatic pressure was reported in Ref. [49], where the667

observed transition at 16 GPa was not isostructural but to a668

tetragonal phase.669

In the context of our experimental investigations of UGa2670

under pressure, it is important to identify trends in the elec-671

tronic structure as a function of compression. In particular,672

we explored the stability of the 5f and 6d occupancies as a673

function of pressure derived from the computed equation of674

state (Fig. 5). We see that no dramatic changes of occupancies675

are envisaged. In principle, we may expect an increase of the676

3d–5f Coulomb repulsion due to volume compression, which677

is compensated by the reduction of the 5f occupancy, so the678

impact of pressure on the energy of initial state is expected to679

be small.680

B. X-ray absorption spectra681

Turning to the spectral properties, it is noted that DFT682

calculations in general can reproduce energies of core levels683

within a few percent. For example, using nonmagnetic GGA684

the FPLO method gives the 3d3/2 states at ≈ 60 eV lower685

binding energies (3667 eV) than the experimental energies of686

the white lines. As a crude approximation of the x-ray absorp-687

tion process, we may consider how the electronic structure is688

TABLE II. Measured positions of the ascending-edge inflection
points (AE) of U–M4 edge spectra compared with FPLO occupation
numbers and ionicities obtained from nonmagnetic GGA calcu-
lations. Both gross and (net) occupation numbers are given, as
explained in the Section III B. UPd3 features two different Uranium
positions with accidentally the same ionicity.

Compound AE (keV) n5f n6d Ionicity

USn3 3.723 86(10) 2.94 (2.60) 1.95 (1.01) +0.63
UGa2 3.724 24(10) 2.63 (2.40) 1.96 (1.10) +0.90
UPd3 3.724 43(10) 2.68 (2.39) 1.85 (0.95) +1.01

2.74 (2.44) 1.81 (0.94) +1.01

affected by a 3d hole in calculations using a supercell. This 689

static approximation of a 3d hole, inducing screening and 690

repopulation of U states, is ignoring the short lifetime of the 691

core hole. Still, such calculations can provide an interesting 692

comparison. When considering one 3d hole, the binding ener- 693

gies shift to ≈ 3787 eV, which is now 60 eV higher than the 694

experimental white-line energies. The experimental value is 695

interestingly just in the middle between the ground state and 696

the state with one static 3d hole. Such an uncertainty of less 697

than 2% would be very welcome in the low-energy region. It 698

cannot compete, however, with experimental accuracy in the 699

realm of core levels. For this reason, the following comparison 700

between experimental and calculated spectroscopic data will 701

be performed using relative energies or by adjusting the Fermi 702

level. 703

Figure 1 shows U–M4 edge spectra of different compounds 704

where the ascending edges of the three metallic systems span 705

a range of 0.57 eV. The question was posed, can the edge 706

positions be used to conclude about the 5f occupation num- 707

bers, 5f delocalization, or other quantities related to the charge 708

distribution? To this end, nonmagnetic GGA calculations for 709

the three metallic systems included in Fig. 1 were carried out 710

and the occupation numbers were extracted from the FPLO 711

population analysis; see Table II. Note that the charge distri- 712

bution is (and was checked to be) only marginally influenced 713

by magnetic order. 714

Inspection of Table II shows that the 5f occupation of USn3 715

is 0.2–0.3 higher than that of UGa2 or UPd3, while the latter 716

two show similar numbers. The higher 5f occupation of USn3 717

meets the expectation. On the other hand, the slightly larger 718

n5f of UPd3, compared with UGa2, would contradict the op- 719

posite trend in the edge positions. Note that the applied GGA 720

method largely overestimates the hybridization contribution 721

in the case of localized states (the difference between gross 722

and net occupation, i.e., 0.3 electrons in the case of UPd3). 723

However, a redistribution of the hybridization charge toward 724

localized charge would take place inside the atom and, thus, 725

not essentially change the ionicity. The latter determines the 726

electrostatic potential at the atomic site, hence the position 727

of the core level, with respect to the Fermi energy. Figure 6 728

illustrates the described relation between ionicity and U–M4 729

edge position, which is almost linear for the three available 730

data points. 731

In the following, results of several electronic structure 732

methods will be compared with experimental results for 733
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FIG. 6. Shift of the measured ascending edge inflection point vs
computed ionicity of the uranium atom in three metallic compounds.
The filled circles mark data points; the line is intended to guide the
eye.

UGa2 regarding the line shape of the XAS spectra. Most of734

these calculations will consider a ferromagnetic ground state.735

This is self-evident for the low-temperature data collected in736

the ferromagnetic state. The HERFD-XAS data were however737

collected at room temperature, where UGa2 is paramag-738

netic. Based on the observed large paramagnetic effective739

moment [6,15] we can assume that the magnetic correlations740

at about 2 × TC exist on much longer timescale comparing to741

the electronic (hopping) scale. In order to model the effects742

of intrashell polarization in the DFT framework, it is thus743

appropriate to simulate the paramagnetic state with a static,744

ordered state. For simplicity, we have chosen a ferromagnetic745

state.746

Figures 7 and 8 present a comparison between the747

HERFD XAS data and several calculated densities of U-5f5/2748

states combined with appropriate inverse Fermi distribution749

(T = 300 K), Lorentzian broadening of 0.4 eV full width at750

half maximum to simulate the finite lifetime of the core hole, 751

and an additional Gaussian broadening of 0.8 eV FWHM. The 752

latter value was chosen to reproduce the width of the main 753

peak in the measured XAS for the average of the calculated 754

spectra; see Fig. 8. 755

The experimental spectrum (the same data as in Fig. 1) 756

shows a single peak with a FWHM of 1.7 eV, a shoulder at 757

around 2 eV above the maximum, and a tail toward higher 758

energy. The nonmagnetic GGA data have a two-peak structure 759

before broadening (not shown) due to mixing of atomic 5f5/2 760

and 5f7/2 states by the ligand field, but the distance between 761

these peaks amounts to 0.75 eV only. The resulting broadened 762

curve (Fig. 8) has a FWHM of only 1.1 eV and lacks any vis- 763

ible shoulder. Additional mixing is provided by the exchange 764

interaction in the ferromagnetic GGA calculation, yielding a 765

very similar FWHM as the experimental main peak, but a 766

much smaller intensity in the shoulder and tail region. If the 767

orbital polarization is taken into account in GGA-OPC, the six 768

mj channels receive an additional splitting, where mj denotes 769

the magnetic quantum number. This results in a separation of 770

about 1.5 eV between the two peaks. While this separation 771

almost meets the experimental distance between the main 772

peak and the shoulder, the intensity relations are different: 773

the calculated shoulder is too high and the calculated tail too 774

small. 775

The ferromagnetic GGA and GGA+OPC reproduce im- 776

portant features of the experimental spectrum, but not to a 777

satisfactory amount. This could be related to either of the two 778

implicit assumptions (i) a ferromagnetic state would model 779

the situation at room temperature and (ii) a semilocal (+OPC) 780

approximation would reasonably account for the excited-state 781

properties. 782

Both assumptions can be checked by comparing the ex- 783

periment with LDA+DMFT, where many-body excitations in 784

and about the 5f shells are embedded into the DFT framework 785

and where the paramagnetic state is accessible as well. The 786

ferromagnetic LDA+DMFT* data are shown in the right- 787

most part of Fig. 7 and in Fig. 8. Both the shoulder and 788

FIG. 7. Calculated M4 spectra (thick blue lines) obtained by broadening the j-resolved densities of states (5f5/2–red) corresponding to
ferromagnetic solutions from GGA (FPLO, left), GGA+OPC (FPLO, middle), and LDA+DMFT* (right). The black lines with dots represent
the experimental data from HERFD XAS (the same as shown in Fig. 1). The experimental spectrum was aligned with the theoretical main
peak.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of all calculated M4 spectra (full lines) with
the experimental HERFD XAS data (dots). All data are the same as
in Fig. 5, but nonmagnetic GGA is added. The main peaks of all
datasets are aligned.

the tail are closer in intensity to the experiment than in the789

GGA+OPC case. However, there is an additional shoulder790

at the Fermi level that is not present in the experiment or in791

any of the other calculations. We attribute this feature to a792

slight inconsistency between the 5f filling computed in the793

auxiliary impurity model and the filling evaluated from the794

reciprocal-space integral (the former being larger), which is795

due to the approximate (sparsely discretized) hybridization796

function. This inconsistency shifts the Fermi level down to797

states that should otherwise be occupied and thus invisible to798

XAS. To identify the individual spectral features, an analysis799

of the many-body eigenstates of the impurity model would be800

needed, which is computationally prohibitive. Nevertheless, it801

turns out that removing the hybridization and the crystal field802

from the impurity model has only a minor effect on the XAS803

spectrum—-and the resulting paramagnetic atomic model is804

accessible to a detailed analysis. The XAS final states corre-805

spond to the 5f 4 configurations. The main peak of the XAS806

spectrum is due to the 5f 4 ground state (J = 4, L ≈ 6, S ≈ 2).807

The dominant contribution to the shoulder comes from two808

excited states that are mixtures of configurations with S = 2809

(all four electrons aligned) and S = 1 (one of the electrons810

flipped).811

To summarize the comparison of theoretical and ex-812

perimental XAS line shapes, the intra-atomic magnetic813

correlations seem to be indispensable to explain the width of814

the main peak without the need of unrealistic broadening. The815

shoulder and the tail are probably due to the excitations to816

higher atomic multiplets of the 5f 4 configuration. GGA+OPC817

can partly model this situation but it yields a downshift of818

the spectral weight from the tail region toward the shoulder.819

LDA+DMFT* shows a more realistic distribution of the spec-820

tral weight on the high-energy side.821

C. Magnetic moments and occupation numbers822

We now show and discuss the results for 5f occupation823

numbers, magnetic moments, Sommerfeld parameter, and824

branching ratio, listed and compared with the experimental825

values in Table III. Before considering the individual quan- 826

tities, we compare LSDA results obtained by the WIEN2K 827

code with those obtained by FPLO. Within these two datasets, 828

the occupation numbers, the uranium spin and orbital mo- 829

ments, and the branching ratio differ only marginally, i.e., in 830

the last digit. This is particularly remarkable for the case of 831

the 5f occupation numbers, since the projections of WIEN2K 832

(onto real-space domains or Wannier functions) and FPLO 833

(onto local orbitals) are different. Nonetheless, the number for 834

muffin-tin sphere projection is almost the same as that for net 835

projection; the same holds for Wannier vs gross projections. 836

A significant difference is present for the unit-cell total mo- 837

ment, obviously due to differences in the interstitial region. A 838

larger difference of about 20% is found for the Sommerfeld 839

parameter, which is proportional to the DOS at the Fermi 840

level. In a mathematical language, the DOS is a distribution 841

and its numerical value at the Fermi level can be sensitive to 842

small details of the band structure. Thus, it is not expected to 843

find much better agreement among two different methods. All 844

in all, we find a reassuringly good agreement between both 845

codes, in accordance with previous findings regarding elastic 846

properties [50]. 847

All applied theoretical methods find the 5f occupation of 848

2.5–2.6 (see Table III) if muffin-tin or net occupations are 849

evaluated, which can be considered as “localized” contribu- 850

tions to the 5f manifold. A 5f count of about 2.5 was indeed 851

anticipated in the preliminary discussion of the XMCD ex- 852

periment, Sec. IV B. If Wannier or gross occupations are 853

considered, the numbers amount to 2.7–2.8, i.e., the hybridiza- 854

tion contributions are close to 0.2 electrons for all methods. 855

This very small sensitivity of occupation numbers with respect 856

to the theoretical method can be understood by the dominant 857

role of the static charge distribution among the relevant energy 858

scales (Hartree energy). 859

We now turn to the spin contribution to the magnetic 860

moment. Here and for the discussion of other data being 861

sensitive to the magnetic state, we disregard the LDA+DMFT 862

results, which are obtained without exchange coupling among 863

uranium 5f and 6d states. Adding the empirically estimated 864

exchange splitting of 35 meV to the 5f shell increases the 865

moments quite substantially; see the last line of Table III. 866

This approach, termed LDA+DMFT*, and the other theo- 867

retical methods find uranium spin moments ranging from 868

1.9 μB (LSDA and LDA+DMFT*), 2.0 μB (GGA), 2.3 μB 869

(GGA+OPC) to 2.4 μB (LSDA + U = 2 eV). While the 870

spread is larger than among the occupation numbers, it 871

amounts to not much more than 10% around its barycenter. 872

For the discussion of the orbital magnetic moment, we 873

disregard the data obtained by LSDA, GGA, and LSDA+U, 874

which are all known for deficiencies in the description of 875

orbital magnetism, as outlined above. The two remaining 876

methods, GGA+OPC and LDA+DMFT*, agree in the value 877

of the uranium orbital moment, 4.6 μB. 878

The total unit-cell moment is almost identical to the total 879

uranium moment, since small Ga moments and diffuse con- 880

tributions compensate each other. The calculated GGA+OPC 881

value of 2.3 μB is 22% smaller than the experimentally de- 882

termined macroscopic magnetization of 3.0 μB/U. A possible 883

reason for this difference could be an overestimation of the 884

spin moment in the collinear implementation of GGA+OPC 885
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in the FPLO code. The total unit-cell moment of 2.8 μB ob-886

tained by LDA+DMFT* is still somewhat smaller than the887

experimental value, but close to the experimental error bar888

±0.1 μB. The ratio of the orbital to spin moment, 2.0 for889

GGA+OPC and 2.5 for LDA+DMFT*, lies within the ex-890

perimental range for both methods.891

We now turn our attention to the Sommerfeld parameter892

γ . It is clearly overestimated in LSDA. A better descrip-893

tion of exchange and correlation reduces its value, which894

is mainly due to a shift of the occupied 5f states from the895

Fermi level to higher binding energies. The most reliable896

estimates should be provided by those two methods that are897

not under suspicion to underestimate the orbital moment, with898

related distortions of the electronic DOS. The experimental899

value, 11 mJ/mol K2, is larger than the value obtained by900

LDA+DMFT* and smaller than the GGA+OPC result, both901

deviating by about 30% from experiment. Given the discussed902

numerical difficulty to obtain precise values of DOS, such a903

difference appears to be justifiable, i.e., it is only marginally904

significant.905

An interesting point to note is the factor of 2 difference906

in the Sommerfeld parameter obtained by LSDA and GGA907

calculations. Inspection of the DOS (not shown here) makes908

it clear that this is due to a slightly larger uranium spin mo-909

ment in the GGA calculation (by about 0.1 μB). Such a little910

difference yields a larger splitting of the spin channels on the911

order of 0.1 eV. This way, the Fermi level becomes situated in912

a region of relatively low DOS in the GGA calculation while it913

is placed on a slope in LSDA. This example shows the strong914

sensitivity of low-energy properties like Sommerfeld param-915

eter or de Haas–van Alphen data with respect to details of916

the DFT model used, particularly in the case of narrow-band917

systems and in the presence of magnetism.918

Finally, we consider the branching ratio, which amounts to919

B = 0.697 according to the present experiment with an error920

bar of about ±0.010. Since the present calculations neglect921

core-hole effects, we use � = 0 to evaluate the theoretical922

values of B. The local (LSDA) and semilocal (GGA) approx-923

imations yield too-small values of B = 0.67, which can be 924

understood in terms of an overestimated band dispersion. In 925

the limit of very large dispersion, the branching ratio would 926

tend to 0.6, while in the opposite limit of vanishing dispersion, 927

it would tend to 1.333 for uranium. Application of LSDA+U 928

enhances B to 0.68, which is still somewhat smaller than its 929

experimental value. Only the two methods that include an 930

appropriate modeling of the orbital magnetism also provide 931

values of the branching ratio close to the experimental range 932

(considering the error bar): GGA+OPC with B = 0.685 and 933

LDA+DMFT* with B = 0.71. 934

Summarizing the comparison of experiment with theoreti- 935

cal calculations, both the GGA+OPC and the LDA+DMFT* 936

methods yield a decent, though not excellent, description of 937

the M4 HERFD XAS spectral shape. The results of both 938

methods also agree, within or at least close to the error 939

bars, with the experimental branching ratio, the Sommerfeld 940

parameter, and the ratio between uranium orbital and spin 941

magnetic moments. The GGA+OPC method underestimates 942

the total magnetic moment by 22%, which is consistent with 943

a possible overestimation of the band dispersion (bandwidth) 944

already discussed above in the context of the GGA approx- 945

imation. The total moment obtained by LDA+DMFT* is 946

only 7% smaller than its experimental counterpart and, thus, 947

can be considered to give a good account of the available 948

experimental information. A reason for the remaining slight 949

underestimation of the magnetic moments could be their sen- 950

sitivity to the ligand-field splitting, which is due to the crystal 951

electric field as well as due to hybridization. Since our discrete 952

representation of the hybridization is a rather crude approxi- 953

mation in metallic systems like UGa2, some inaccuracy of the 954

computed crystal-field splitting has to be expected. 955

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 956

Our XAS spectroscopy study did not provide sufficient 957

evidence for a clear characterization of the 5f localiza- 958

tion/delocalization or the actual 5f occupancy. However, it can 959

TABLE III. Computed properties of the in-plane ferromagnetic state at the experimental lattice geometry. The magnetization was assumed
along [100], the a axis, except for the LDA+DMFT calculations where it was assumed along [210], the b axis. From left to right: filling of the
uranium 5f states (WIEN2K: numbers without parentheses are from the muffin-tin spheres, numbers in parentheses are from Wannier functions;
FPLO: the first numbers refer to net and the second to gross occupations), uranium orbital (μL ), spin (μS), and total (μtot ) magnetic moments
(net contributions in the case of FPLO), the total magnetic moment of the unit cell, the Sommerfeld coefficient, and the M-edge branching ratio.
The difference between the uranium total moment and the unit-cell total moment comes from the spin moment residing in the interstitial region
of the LAPW basis (WIEN2K, where the magnetic moment at the gallium atoms is negligible, Ga μtot

∼= 0.01 μB), or from minor contributions
at the Ga sites (FPLO).

U μL U μS U μtot μtot γ

Method U n5f (μB) (μB) |UμL/UμS| (μB) (μB) (mJ/mol K2) B

LSDA, WIEN2K 2.51(2.72) 2.70 –1.91 1.42 0.80 0.58 25 0.670
LSDA, FPLO 2.47(2.68) 2.70 –1.90 1.42 0.80 0.69 29 0.672
GGA, FPLO 2.47(2.68) 2.69 –2.02 1.33 0.67 0.56 15 0.670
GGA+OPC, FPLO 2.57(2.73) 4.64 –2.26 2.05 2.38 2.33 15 0.685
LSDA+U (1 eV), WIEN2K 2.54 4.25 –2.17 1.96 2.08 1.86 10 0.682
LSDA+U (2 eV), WIEN2K 2.58 4.70 –2.37 1.98 2.33 2.12 15 0.677
LDA+DMFT (2.80) (2.92) (–1.16) (2.52) (1.76) 1.76 12 0.711
LDA+DMFT* (2.76) (4.60) (–1.85) (2.49) (2.75) 2.75 8 0.709
Experiment 1.9–3.0 3.0 [5] 11 [5] 0.697
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single out those situations which are entirely implausible. We960

can exclude the localized f 2 as well as completely localized961

f 3 behavior, but the HERFD XAS data do not allow for a962

decision between situations close to the f 2 localized state or963

a partly delocalized state close to f 3, mainly due to the lack964

of HERFD XAS data on well-characterized U intermetallic965

references. Despite these limitations, a putative linear relation966

could be established between the U–M4 edge positions and967

the calculated uranium ionicities of three intermetallic com-968

pounds.969

The experimental bulk moment of 3.0 μB/f.u. was not re-970

produced by XMCD (suggesting otherwise the 5f occupancy971

close to 2.5), which gives only about half of the bulk value, but972

we cannot exclude a certain influence of surface oxidation, or973

even effects of surface polishing yielding a noncollinear ferro-974

magnetic arrangement in the topmost atomic layers. However,975

the 5f occupancy close to 2.5 suggested by the XMCD data976

agrees with the localized contributions to the 5f occupation977

numbers obtained in all computational approaches we applied.978

The XAS spectra clearly suggest a necessity of atomic979

multiplets to be included in the theoretical modeling. Con-980

sidering also thermodynamic data, we encounter a rather981

special situation: the Sommerfeld coefficient amounts to only982

11 mJ/mol K2, suggesting a small 5f contribution to the elec-983

tronic density of states at the Fermi level, while photoemission984

shows 5f states at or very close to EF. This is true for historical985

UPS spectra on polycrystalline films [10] as well as for new986

high-resolution soft x-ray photoemission spectra on single987

crystals [37].988

Other existing spectroscopy data, namely XPS, can also be989

tentatively linked with HERFD XAS data, as they can help to990

separate the effects of a deep core state from the properties of991

available empty electronic states. The 3d core-level spectra992

in actinides are not studied routinely, being far beyond the993

energy range of common XPS instrumentation. However, we994

can get at least a qualitative estimate from the available U-995

4f spectra; see, e.g., Ref. [37] and references therein. The996

energies of the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 lines in UGa2, 387.99 and997

377.18 eV [10], are by ≈0.3 eV higher than in U metal and998

are slightly lower than in UN, where a certain loss of the 5f999

charge can be expected due to the N bonding [51,52]. These1000

data indicate that UGa2 has less 5f electrons than U metal1001

and they are in the same time more localized.1002

One should stress that in the case of U-4f XPS spec-1003

troscopy, the shifts of the spectral lines in intermetallics are1004

much smaller than in UO2, where the 4f lines shift by 3 eV1005

towards higher energies compared with U metal [53]. This1006

shift is much larger than in XAS, which can be related to1007

the lack of 5f screening of the 4f hole in XPS [54]. In the1008

charge-neutral XAS, the screening 5f electron is provided by1009

the process itself and does not need to be transferred from1010

neighbor atoms (which is not possible on the timescale of the1011

XPS experiment).1012

The lack of f screening can be also taken responsible 1013

for the main XPS 4f lines in UPd3, where the 4f7/2 peak is 1014

found at 378.8 eV. However, its shoulder at 377.2 eV, which 1015

can be associated with a 5f -screened final state, is practically 1016

equivalent to the related main-peak energy in UGa2 [55], 1017

only its lower intensity compared to UGa2 indicates that 1018

the probability of 5f screening is much lower, due to the 1019

smaller hybridization (i.e., smaller hopping rate) in UPd3 than 1020

in UGa2. 1021

We can conclude that the spectroscopic and thermody- 1022

namic data in comparison with calculations of various kinds 1023

indicate that the 5f states in UGa2, although not fully local- 1024

ized, are strongly affected by atomic multiplet effects, which 1025

are not well described by LSDA or GGA. A better model 1026

was found to be GGA+OPC, where the orbital polarization 1027

of the atomic states is embedded in a Kohn-Sham scheme. 1028

Yet better, though not without room for further improvement, 1029

was the description provided by a particular LDA+DMFT 1030

implementation. 1031

So far, the strongly correlated f systems were investigated 1032

mainly in the context of heavy fermions. UGa2 is a strongly 1033

correlated low-γ material, though the 5f states are observed 1034

close to the Fermi level in photoelectron spectroscopies. The 1035

size of the magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic phase is in- 1036

terestingly higher than results of all computational approaches 1037

applied so far, which can signal that some part of physics is 1038

being overlooked by these theoretical methods. 1039

It is naturally useful to seek analogies among U systems. 1040

A combination of large moments and low-γ value has been 1041

observed among metallic U systems, e.g., in UPdSn, an or- 1042

dered ternary compound with crystal structure similar to that 1043

of UGa2, which has an antiferromagnetic ground state and 1044

γ = 5 mJ/mol K2 [56]. First suspected of exhibiting 5f local- 1045

ization, existing photoelectron spectroscopy data show some 1046

of the 5f states near EF [57,58]. In comparison to UGa2, the 1047

ordered moments are lower, reaching only ≈2.0 μB/U. 1048
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